JUNE 25 Engineering and Ingenuity
Use your imagination to build sculptures, create collages, and more.
• Construct with Duct Tape
• Decorate an Adventure Hat
• Build with Noodles
• Build with Craft Sticks
• Color a Summer T-shirt
• Build a Robot
• Color a Wooden Snake
• Construct a Mosaic Mask
• Decorate a Collage Picture
• Bead a Key Ring

JULY 2 The Mystery of Magic
Create optical illusions, magic tricks, and tools of the trade.
• Decorate Juggling Balls
• Color a Top Hat
• Roll a Magic Wand
• Solve the Math Magic Trick
• Learn a Rope Trick
• Color a Marble Game
• Make a Thaumatrope
• Check Out the Optical Illusions
• Make 3D Glasses
• Learn Card Tricks

JULY 9 Draw Me a Story
Draw a variety of cartoon items and illustrate your story.
• Decorate a Wooden Pencil Box
• Create a Thought Bubble Dry Erase Magnet
• Decorate a Shopper Tote
• Draw a Cartoon Bendable
• Make a Cartoon Can Holder
• Draw a Postcard
• Design a Cartoon Strip
• Decorate a Foam Door Hanger
• Frame a Cartoon Picture
• Put Together a Journal

JULY 16 Superheroes
Make puppets, costumes, and super hero props.
• Decorate a Dog Tag Necklace
• Assemble a Hero Foam Mask
• Color a Firefighter Hat
• Decorate a Cape
• Color a Spiderman Mask
• Decorate a Dad Tie
• Create a Super Mom Hand Puppet
• Color a Wooden Shield Key Chain
• Create a Super Hero Paper Doll
• Color a Police Officer Hat

JULY 23 Wild and Crazy Science
Conduct experiments and try your hand at wild science.
• Assemble a Kaleidoscope
• Decorate a Chemistry Apron
• Color Binoculars
• Assemble a Dragonfly Thermometer
• Color a Wooden Pinwheel
• Find a Dinosaur Fossil
• Create a Sun Print
• Design a Sponge
• Design a Spinning Top
• Experiment with Science Toys

JULY 30 Mind Games and Puzzles
Solve puzzles, make games, and figure out mysteries.
• Stencil a Puzzle
• Fold a Fortune Teller
• Color a Triangle Puzzle
• Decorate a Glow-in-the-Dark Flying Disk
• Color a Wooden Paddle Board Game
• Design a Tic-Tac-Toe Game Board
• Create with Tangrams
• Solve the Brain Teasers
• Play Cat’s Cradle
• Solve the Secret Using Code

AUGUST 6 Inspired by Nature
Create using materials found in nature.
• Create a Beach Box
• Decorate a Wooden Butterfly Magnet
• Decorate Butterfly Wings
• Decorate a Leather Wristband
• Color a Windsock
• Decorate a Bug Box
• Make a Nature Print Picture Frame
• Collect Nature Rubbings
• Design a Cork Board
• Make a Fish Print